Critical Junctures of Globalization and the Debate about Globalization(s): Who did we think we are? And what did we become? And what has it done to us?

Ulf Engel (U Leipzig, Germany)

Critical Junctures of Globalization in Historical Perspective

Matthias Middell (U Leipzig, Germany)

Globalization and Sovereignty

John Agnew (U California, Los Angeles, USA)


For more information, please see:
www.uni-leipzig.de/ral/gchuman
TUESDAY, 12 MAY 2015
5:15 pm, Centre for Area Studies
- “Against the System, within the System” – Youth Activism and the Repertoires of Political Contestation in Contemporary Angola
  - Jon Schubert (U Halle, Germany)

Organization / Cooperation: DFG Priority Programme (SPP 1448): “Adaption and Creativity in Africa” (U Leipzig, Germany)

WEDNESDAY, 20 MAY 2015
5:15 pm, Centre for Area Studies
- Christianity, Development and Modernity in Africa
  - Paul Gifford (SOAS, U London, UK)

Organization / Cooperation: Initiative Südliches Afrika (INISA) e. V. (Germany)

THURSDAY, 7 MAY 2015
5:00–8:00 pm
Alte Handelsbörse | Naschmarkt 1, 04109 Leipzig

Welcome and Opening Speeches
- Matthias Schwarz (U Leipzig, Germany)
  Vice-Rector for Research and Young Academics
- Ulf Engel (U Leipzig, Germany)
  Spokesperson of the Research Training Group

continued…